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HUGE SUCCESS!
Outstanding is the best word I can
think of to describe the past annual
meeting in Tupelo. The speakers were
all well prepared and quite articulate.
The information was both interesting
and informative. Attendance was
around 100 with an additional 20
exhibitors enjoying the meeting
amenities. Your past chair Preston
Padgett and the Northeast Chapter did
an exceptional job in planning such an
enjoyable event. The food was great,
and the socials were outstanding. Our
silent auction had many wonderful
items and netted a good return. The
entertainment was superb. Mike Bruce
and company are truly talented. They
played for a long time and with such
enthusiasm. Many of us present
couldn't resist singing along. I
discovered that our Councilman Don
Bell has a beautiful voice. He stood by
the band and sang a song or two for
us. The entire audience sang Dixie.
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Annual meeting chair, Preston Padgett
Our keynote speaker was the SAF
National President Jason Kutack. He
has the distinct honor of being the first
National SAF President to reside in
Mississippi. He has also received
Congressional recognition from the
Honorable Gene Taylor for this
accomplishment. Mr. Kutack's travel
schedule is now in full swing as he is
requested to attend many functions
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throughout the United States. He
received a Lifetime Achievement award in
Tupelo, but he is by no means at his
pinnacle or plateau. He is just beginning
his launch that will ascend even higher.
With Councilman Don Bell's guidance and
National President Jason Kutack's
direction, Mississippi will miss the boat if
we do not take advantage of our
opportunity.
Our business meeting involved most
of the registrants and seemed a good
approach as we openly discussed
pertinent issues. The Executive
Committee meeting was also productive.
We voted to pledge $1,000.00 support to
the SAF Leadership Academy next year
and we will be applying for two Forester's
Fund grants. One grant will help increase
membership in the Mississippi Society of
American Foresters (MS SAF) due to a
proposal from Mississippi State University
(MSU) to offer a reduced registration fee
to new SAF members for CFE courses.
The reduction is significant enough to pay
for an entire first year of membership.
The idea was well received by an
overwhelming majority. Thanks to Alan
Brown, MSU College of Forest Resources
Coordinator of Continuing Education, for
approaching the MS SAF Executive
Committee with his idea.
I'm so proud to belong to the
Mississippi Society of American Foresters
(MS SAF), especially when I consider the

kbrasher@cfr.msstate.edu
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caliber of most members. I really do look
up to many of those that I saw present in
Tupelo. My biggest hope is for the
general public to recognize forestry's
positive contribution to the economy,
environment, and community
enhancement. My second desire is for
the general public to view forestry as a
noble and good profession. The best
tactics for these goals are to put our
families first. It may sound corny, but I
feel that the public will view our
profession as noble and good if we as
foresters portray a model citizenship. We
can only hope to attain positive
recognition if we genuinely are deserving
of it. We as professional foresters need
to also become involved in our community
and especially in our local MS SAF
chapters. The MS SAF is the preeminent
home for professional foresters in
Mississippi.
Finally, I have to commend our two
competent employees, Business Manager
Tammy Coleman and Newsletter Editor
Karen Brasher. They are both doing a
great job. The newsletter is very
professional and is printed at a favorable
rate. The MS SAF is quite solvent
according to our financial reports. Our
past and present leadership, our two
employees, and the staff at Mississippi
State University should be thanked by all
of us for their efforts.

Comments from the Vice-Chair
As I was reminiscing a few days ago; and my
thoughts turned to the "good" old days of yesteryear
when as a forestry student, I was engulfed in the
throes of providing a forest management plan to
complete the requirements for graduation. In those
days we were taught that good management of the
forest resources was to account and provide for the
management of five broad elements within the forest
ecosystem. As students we nicknamed these the five
"W's". These five "W's" were: Wood, Wildlife, Water,
Wange and Wecreation. At the time, these elements
and their components were known as "Multiple-Use
Management." The Dean of the Northern Arizona
University School of Forestry and forest management
professor taught that "good forest management is
good wildlife management" and "good forest
management was good water management" and
"good forest management was good range
management" and so forth. However, it was also
recognized that a given acre or other parcel of land
would not necessarily be capable of providing all of
the uses. Over the years I have seen many changes
in terminology and a lot of "catch phrases" adopted
but the overall concept of good forest management
remains the same with the overall goals of the owner
or manager being a key element.
The most disturbing change that I have witnessed
is in the management of public land. This occurred
when activists with hidden agendas began to
intervene into the management process to intimidate,
harass, and otherwise coerce those involved in forest

management. Their tactics of spiking trees, disrupting
forest operations with protests and sit-ins, vandalizing
expensive equipment, and burning agency buildings is
a form of domestic terrorism and should be dealt with
to the full extent of the law.
While speaking of the law, it appears that the
attorneys and judges are now determining many
management decisions on pubic land and, to a lesser
extent, on private land. Until this influence is
eliminated or tempered, we can expect to see a
multitude of problems arise from the "legally directed"
mismanagement of our public natural resources. It is
hopeful that we currently have an administration in
Washington that understands the necessity of putting
the management of our natural resources back in the
hands of the professional forester and other related
resource professionals.
Thus, it seems to me, that the concept of "good
forest management is good wildlife management and
good forest………., etc." is still a viable concept as
long as we accept the premise that forest
management includes the wise management of all the
intrinsic resources within the forest complex.
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EXE C UT I V E C OM M I T T EE M EET I NG
A. MSU Continuing Education
Alan Brown with MSU’s College of Forest Resources
Continuing Education proposed a $5,000 foresters
fund grant to support MS SAF members taking continuing education courses. The discount would equate
to a one-year free membership to a new SAF member
when they take a continuing eduction course in the
College of Forest Resources. The funding for this program will be provided by the Foresters Fund Grant.
This will provide an incentive for foresters in the state
to become SAF members to get the continuing education discount. Don Bell and Jason Kutack thought this
was a great idea that could be used nationwide to
increase membership. Bell said that if SAF can keep
10% of forestry graduates nationwide, then there
would not be a membership problem. A motion was
made by Steve Grado that Alan Brown proceed with
proposal, Preston Padgett seconded it. The proposal
needs to be targeted to new and recent members.
B. Mississippi Forestry Association
Tommy Miller from the Mississippi Forestry Association
would like to submit a foresters fund proposal for the
display at the Museum of Natural Science. The
Nature Science Museum is the most visited tourist
destination in the State. Debbie Gaddis made a
motion that Maurice Mitchell write the proposal, Jim
Walley seconded it.
C. Annual Meeting
There are 91 registered for the Annual Meeting.
Instead of having the alumni breakfast on the morning of the third day, we have moved the meeting back
to two days with the alumni social on the first night of
the meeting. This is different than past years, but
Debbie Gaddis strongly suggested it. The banquet
consisted of good food with a blue grass band for
entertainment. The Annual Meeting program had a
good line up of speakers. A big thank you to Preston
for doing a wonderful job.
D. Financial Report
Steve Grado and Tammy Coleman presented the 2002
budget. Last year we came up with a rough budget
for 2002. The Committee compared actual expenses
to the budget for 2002. The 2002 year budget
includes Jason Kutack as Business Manager and Editor
for the first three months. Some changes may be
needed for 2003 budget. For example, office supply
expenses are drastically reduced than in the past.
This money could be used for a different expense
line. Feel free to email Tammy Coleman if you have
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any questions. Tammy has done a good job in getting money to the chapters and in keeping the books
straight. We currently have approximately $13,000 in
the account, not including what the annual meeting
will bring in. Bob Daniels asked about the SAF coloring books and possible income from sale of the books.
Daniels also asked if we can use the national leadership to promote the sale of the coloring books.
Debbie Gaddis suggested that the book be revised,
updating pictures and including information about forest fire. Daniels made the motion that we embark on
a publicity campaign to promote the coloring book,
including a short news story in the Forestry Source,
followed by two ads to stimulate sales.
E. MSU Forestry Advisory Committee
Les Shelby reported that he missed the Advisory
meeting in October due to personal business, however, he did have information to report. The
Department of Forestry at MSU has recently passed
the interim SAF accreditation. Forestry schools are
accredited by SAF every 10 years with an interim status report done every 5 years. The Department of
Forestry was last accredited in 1997. The interim
accreditation takes the Department through 2007.
Elements of accreditation include goals, mission and
objectives of the forestry program. The Department
of Forestry is striving to be one of the top 5 forestry
schools nationally. As for undergraduate enrollment,
the College of Forest Resources at MSU is #3 behind
VPI and NCSU, graduate enrollment is #2 in the
South. As for the curriculum, dendrology is now
taught in forestry instead of biology and surveying is
being taught at Summer Camp for a week, in lieu of
the land surveying course on campus. The
Department and College are underfunded. In fact, for
fiscal year 2000 the College was 23% under budget
from the year before. Several faculty have left; however, there are positions currently being filled. The
undergraduate enrollment has declined since 1997
when the Department had a high of 327 students.
Currently, we have 130 students. The graduate program has increased through the years.
F. Jones County Junior College
Jim Walley reported that the student chapter sold
hardwood seedlings on Arbor Day to make money for
scholarships. They are also training with real time
inventory, sending representatives to the University of
Florida and the University of Wisconsin. The Natural
Resources Summer Camp for minorities will be held
June 15-21. The first week is open camp and the
second week is minority students only. It is exciting
to have kids learn about forestry.

E X EC U T I V E C O M M I T T EE M EET ING
E. Magnolia Forester
The January edition was sent out the first of February
ago and the April issue will be highlights of the annual
meeting. Minutes will be included. Any information is
appreciated.
F. Policy Committee
The last meeting was June 14, 2002. A special
thanks to Les Shelby for use of his office over the
year for meetings. The need for forest research,
state-funded forest inventory, and timber severance
tax positions have been drafted. None of these positions are ready for the Executive Committee. Policy
scoreboards have been in every Magnolia Forester.
The professional view position statements have been
sent to Executive Committee and all members of the
legislature (house and senate). An additional letter
will go out in the next few days to state agency heads
and national senate and house delegations. Positions
are also on the MS SAF web page and national SAF
web page. We have more posted position statements
than any other chapter in the country. Daniels has
been appointed to national SAF policy committee,
thanks to national president Jay Kutack. Steve
Newton resigned his position on the national policy
committee, Daniels is filling out his term till the end of
2003. Daniels went to Bethesda, Maryland on Feb. 67 to meet with the committee. The meeting was
scheduled to get reorganized and put together a plan
of work. The national committee was to have a policy
fly-in during the spring. This will bring all state society policy chairs to Washington to meet with national
SAF and congressional leadership. State SAF will support the travel expenses for state representatives and
should be included in the budget. All chapters are
encouraged to discuss these issues at meetings.
Governor Musgrove promoted a resolution on forests
to the southern governors. This may provide us an
opportunity to thank him for his interest in forests,
and to give him our positions.
We have positions on 16th section forest land, nearly
500,000 acres in state. This can be used with the
Mississippi Forestry Commission and the Agricultural
Department. Please provide suggestions to state policy group regarding a position statement on the
Mississippi Institute for Forestry Inventory. Our state
government receives and utilizes position statements.
We are creating tools so that any of our members can
go to a state representative, or senator, and say that
the MS SAF thinks this about any of a number of
issues. This allows us to engage our elected officials
in forest resource issues that we think are important

in the state of Mississippi. Environmental groups have
reached out to the government, we need to make our
voice heard as well, as another policy voice. MFA
doesn’t speak for professional forestry, SAF does
speak for the profession of forestry. Jason Kutack
added that we have the science backing us up.
G. National SAF - Jason Kutack
Use your power intelligently. We have power. There
are approximately 560 members of MS SAF members.
Policy is especially important, with Bob Daniels running with the ball. SAF council is important, and does
a lot of work for us as members. I recommend
Mississippian’s for national office membership. Jim
Walley among them. Also, I recommended Jim Dozier
as a possible candidate for executive vice president.
The Executive Committee will come up with a short
list of 3 and interview from there. This will affect SAF
for years to come.
H. Councilman Don Bell
Last year, we fell 26 people short on meeting our
membership goal in the MS, LA, and TX council.
Hopefully, we will turn this around this year. When
Bill Banzhaf said that Don Bell preached about membership, he was right, please recruit members. There
will not be a leadership academy this year, next year
SAF would like 70 people there. Buffalo, 2003!
Edmonton, AB 2004. Get a passport for the meeting,
it will make it much easier and efficient. The
Association of Consulting Foresters and others are
upset about the code of ethics. Five council members
will introduce changes to the Code of Ethics. The
Humboldt Challenge is ongoing with $1,500 dollars
available. MSU was #3 last year. Make sure you put
Mississippi State on membership forms so that we get
credit for it. Field forester - one of the most important awards we give each year - will be awarded to a
Mississippian next year. Please think about who will
get award.
I. New Business
Debbie Gaddis requested that the MS SAF provide
membership for one member on the Forest
Landowners Tax Council to support lobbying efforts.
Landowners tax council works with a lobbyist to
change tax laws. The membership cost is $125.00.
It is important to support this position to help small
landowners with tax issues. Gaddis made a motion to
provide membership for a SAF member to support
FLTC. Steve Grado requested more information to
discuss at the next Executive Committee meeting.
The motion was tabled until that time.
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CHAPTER NEWS
Four Lakes
The Four Lakes chapter held a memorial tree planting in Oxford in February. Thirty family members flew in
to honor two individuals who have contributed to the
National Forests in Mississippi. The next meeting is
scheduled for April 17 at Flat Rock furniture plant in
West, MS.

Magnolia
Rob McCraw is the new chapter chair. Jeff Keaton is
the Secretary/Treasurer. The annual crawfish boil will be
held at Masonite Lake in Mid-April. Oil and gas leases
will be discussed.

ing followed the presentation where Chris Foster agreed
to assume the vacant Vice Chair position. The next
meeting is scheduled for April 24 in Yazoo City.

Loblolly
The Loblolly chapter held a meeting at Lake Tiakatta
resort in December. The speaker was Rick Olson from
the MFC who talked about Urban Forestry. Officers for
2003 are Brad Campbell (Chair), Debbie Gaddis (Vice
Chair) and Kris Conner (Secretary/Treasurer). The
Loblolly chapter is going to ask MSU president Charles
Lee to restrict parking by older trees for athletic events.

Homochitto

Capitol

No updates since the last meeting.

The Capitol chapter hosted a forestry field day on
International Paper property on March 11. The meeting
focused on the Sustainable Forestry Initiative
Compliance. Eric O'Conner with International Paper
discussed how IP is SFI compliant. Forestry Suppliers
was also available to demonstrate some new cruising
equipment. Ryan Ramsey, Robert Boyd, and Jenny
Brady are keeping the chapter active.

Northeast
The Northeast chapter planned the annual meeting
and did a wonderful job.

Broadleaf
The Broadleaf chapter held its first meeting on
January 23 at Piccadilly Cafeteria in Vicksburg. The
meeting opened with a buffet dinner followed by Everard
Baker’s presentation on upcoming legislative issues pertaining to forestry in Mississippi. A short business meet-

Longleaf
The next meeting is scheduled for April 17. We
have tentatively planned for Joey Fillingane,
Republican Representative from Hattiesburg, and MS
SAF Chair Randy Watkins to speak to the Chapter.
Fillingane will give an update on forestry issues in the
legislature and Watkins will update the chapter on the
annual meeting.
MSU Student Chapter
Members of the MSU SAF Student Chapter attended
the MS SAF Annual Meeting in Tupelo. The students
sponsored an exhibit of chapter and MSU College of
Forest Resources activities. Mr. Britt Hubbard, MSU
Student Chapter Vice-President, was awarded the MS
SAF Student Chapter Leadership Award from MS SAF
Chapter President Randy Watkins. Another member who

Mississippi Society of American Foresters Chapter Chairs
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Four Lakes

Broadleaf

Mr. Tom Vigour
662.283.2729

Mr. Glynn Brown
662.627.3558

Magnolia

Loblolly

Mr. Robert McCraw
601.477.9143

Mr. Brad Campbell
662.323.9103

Capitol

Homochitto

Mr. Ryan Ramsey
601.992.2576

Mr. Chad Smith
601.587.1125

Northeast

Longleaf

Mr. David Duff
662.534.3628

Mr. Ricky McPhail
601.408.2790
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CHAPTER NEWS
attended was Shane Harrington. In addition, the winner
for the Chapter’s rifle raffle was selected. The winner
was Ms. Ruth Cook of Molpus Timberlands Management,
LLC. The student chapter held their spring field day at
Dorman Lake on the John W. Starr Memorial Forest to
prepare for the 2003 Annual Southern Forestry School
Conclave. Approximately, 27 students attended.
Activities held included technical and physical events.
Technical events held included DBH estimation, wood
identification, dendrology, and timber estimation.
Physical events held included chain throwing, knife & axe
throwing, pole felling, men and women’s cross cut sawing, log rolling, and speed chopping. In addition, this
event was coordinated with the MSU College of Forest
Resources Alumni Committee. Numerous forestry alumni
attended and participated as event judges. At the end of
March, 21 members of the Chapter attended the
Southern Forestry Schools Annual Conclave at the
Clemson Experimental Forest Outdoor Lab located out-

side Clemson University. This year’s conclave was hosted by Clemson University. MSU student Wayne Duke
placed 2nd in the axe throw competition, Allen Stroud
placed 3rd in timber estimation, and Justin Tapp and
Kurt Oberhofer placed 3rd in chain throw. Next year,
Mississippi State University will be hosting Conclave in
Starkville, Mississippi.

JCJC Student Chapter
In February the JCJC Student chapter conducted a
tree sale to benefit the Jones Junior College Scholarship
Fund. The trees were donated by the Jones County
Forestry Association. The sale was very successful, they
sold out by noon that day and raised over $700.00 for
the scholarship fund. In March they had a wild game
cook-out and concluded their Big Buck Contest by
awarding the winner with a $100.00 gift certificate.
Later this month the student chapter will assist the
Magnolia Chapter with their annual crawfish boil.
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NATIONAL SAF NEWS
Forestry Organization Continues Search for New Executive Vice-President
The Society of American Foresters is conducting a
nationwide search for a new executive vice-president
(EVP). The search follows the October 11 announcement that current Executive Vice-President and CEO
William H. Banzhaf ended his 14-year tenure as of
December 31, 2002.
The executive vice-president is the lead staff person for the Bethesda, Maryland-based organization
and manages a staff of 26 people and a budget of
approximately $3.5 to $4 million, with land, buildings,
and reserve assets of more than $10 million.
The executive vice-president serves as SAF's chief
executive officer, responsible to the SAF Council, the
organization's governing body. The EVP also directs
the staff, programs, and activities of the Society in
accordance with the strategic plan and within the
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operating policies established by the Council.
After Banzhaf's departure, Michael T. Goergen Jr.,
SAF's senior director of policy and programs, is serving as interim executive vice-president and chief executive officer. Goergen will hold the position until the
search for a new executive vice-president is completed. Goergen assumed his new duties on January 1.
The search committee has commenced its work
and will accept and review applications, and conduct
interviews until the position is filled. Interested candidates and nominators of candidates should contact
SAF Immediate Past-President David Wm. Smith, CF,
c/o Barbara Weitzer (weitzerb@safnet.org), Society of
American Foresters, 5400 Grosvenor Lane, Bethesda,
MD 20814-2198. More details are available on the SAF
website at http://www.safnet.org/market/safjobs.htm.

POLICY SCOREBOARD
The Policy Scoreboard is a regular report in the Magnolia Forester on Policy Committee activities. Please express your
opinion on any or all of the positions by sending an email with your comments to the Policy Committee at
bobd@ext.msstate.edu or call 662-325-3151.
At the MS SAF Annual Meeting in February, copies of
the new edition of "A Professional View of Forestry
Issues in Mississippi" were distributed during the
Executive Committee meeting and at the general business meeting. Our "Professional View" publication contains position papers concerning 10 issues on which the
Mississippi Society of American Foresters has taken a formal position. Anyone that would like to have a copy can
get one by contacting Bob Daniels at 662-325-3151.
For a formal position to be taken by the MS SAF an
issue must first be important to one or more individual
members. Then the issue is considered by the MS SAF
Policy Committee and a draft position statement is developed. If the position statement survives the Policy
Committee it is presented to the Executive Committee for
consideration and approval. Once Executive Committee
approval is given the position becomes MS SAF policy.
However, it is the practice of your Executive Committee
to send positions to the full MS SAF membership, generally by publication in the Magnolia Forester, for a vote of
confidence. Finally, these positions are sent to the
national SAF office for a review by the SAF Policy staff to
be sure that our policy does not conflict with a position
at the national level. Only when positions have been
through this process do they appear in the "Professional
View" publication. Our positions are also posted on the
MS SAF web site at www.cfr.msstate.edu/mssaf.
The "Professional View" publication has not only
been distributed to MS SAF leadership and members. It
has been sent with an introductory letter to every member of the Mississippi Legislature, our US House and
Senate delegations and appropriate state agency heads,
such as the Mississippi Forestry Commission, Department
of Wildlife, Fisheries, and Parks and the Mississippi
Departments of Agriculture and Commerce. These officials now know where we stand on these issues.
These positions have power because they are statements on which virtually all MS SAF members agree. We
should think of them as tools to be used. This year is an
election year for State and local offices and Mississippi
will elect a Governor, Lt. Governor, Representatives and
Senators to the Legislature, Supervisors and many other
state and local officials. From now until the November
elections is the perfect time to make candidates for office
aware of our positions on these issues. What can you
do? Here is a short list of suggested ways to use these
positions.
1. Get copies of the "Professional View" and
meet with candidates individually or as a

small committee to give them our positions
and discuss forestry matters with them.
2. Invite candidates to your upcoming MS SAF
chapter meetings to speak. Ask them to give
your chapter their thoughts on forest
management, the economic importance of the
forest industry and what they will do to
improve the forest sector in Mississippi.
3. Invite state agency heads to come speak to
your chapter regularly (once a year) and ask
questions based on our position statements.
Ask what they think about funding the
Mississippi Institute for Forest Inventory,
forest-based economic development, and
sixteenth section land management policies to
suggest just a few.
4.

Sponsor a local candidate forum where
candidates can come and speak on what they
will do to promote forestry if they are elected.

This list of actions is short but very powerful. These
actions will help you exert influence on behalf of forestry
in your local area and while these actions are relevant all
the time, now is the best time to use them because of
the coming elections. You have the policy tools in your
hands. I encourage all MS SAF members, especially
chapter chairs, to get these "tools" and be active this
summer using them on behalf of a better Mississippi forest in the future. If you have any questions contact Bob
Daniels, MS SAF Policy Committee Chair at 662-3253151.
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AWARD

Jeff Keeton received the
Outstanding Young Forester Award.

Gerald Moore received the
Distinguished Service Award.

Preston Padgett received the
Past President Award.

Jim Walley received the
SAF Fellow Award.

Britt Hubbard received the
MSU Student Leadership Award.

Joe Spinks received the
SAF Fellow Award.
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WINNERS
50 YEAR GOLDEN MEMBERS
Left: SAF President Jay Kutack
presents 50-year SAF membership
certificate to Frank Troskey of
Columbus.
Right: Kutack presents 50-year SAF
membership certificate to John
Baker, a retiree of International
Paper as Ryan Ramsey, MS SAF
Capitol Chapter Chair looks on.

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AND CONGRESSIONAL LETTER OF RECOGNITION
FOR SAF PRESIDENT JASON KUTACK
Jason Kutack has the distinct honor of being the first resident of Mississippi to
be elected as your national president of the Society of American Foresters (SAF).
This is rather significant since the SAF has been in existence since 1900. He has
certainly personified exemplary commitment and service to our society throughout
his lengthy career.
Jason Kutack was born in 1925 in Ironwood, Michigan. He obtained both a
BS and an MS degree in Forestry from the University of Michigan by 1950. His
military service includes being a Radar Navigator in the United States Army Air
Force from 1943-1946, and he was in the US Air Force Reserve from 1946-1973.
He was a USAF Academy Liaison Officer Coordinator, and he achieved the rank of
Lieutenant Colonel.
His work experience began in 1947 as he cruised timber for the US Forest
Service in Packwood, Wisconsin. In 1949, he proudly assisted the US Forest
Service as a Hot Shot Firefighter in Pineville, Oregon. He worked with
International Paper Company from 1950-1985 where he held the position of
Landowner Assistance Program Forester at his retirement.
Jay has been a member of the SAF since 1950. He is a 50 year Golden
Member and he became a Fellow in 1987. He is a past Chair of the MS SAF and
a past Councilman. Most recently he was awarded the Lifetime Achievement
Award, which was created on his behalf. He attended the SAF Leadership
Academy in 1995. He recently received a letter of congressional recognition from
the Honorable Gene Taylor. Mississippi Representative Joey Fillingane drafted a
resolution (HR 29) commending Jay's accomplishments. This resolution will be
presented to the full legislature before the session ends.
He resides in Hattiesburg with Patsy Howell Kutack, a local artist and his wife
of eight years. He has four grown children and five grandchildren. At the annual
meeting he said that he considered many of us as his children and that he enjoyed
recruiting and watching us as we progressed with our forestry careers. His
memberships are numerous, and his aforementioned accomplishments and
experiences are not nearly inclusive. We are truly proud of our national
president!
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features
REAL-TIME ELECTRONIC FOREST INVENTORY
The Department of Labor recently awarded a workforce
training initiative grant to Jones County Junior College (JCJC).
Through this grant, JCJC's Forestry Technology program is
delivering unique low-cost training opportunities on real-time
forest inventory (RTI) technologies. The standard two-day
training workshops are beneficial to both beginners and
advanced users alike. Each participant gets hands on experience with the RTI system and leaves with a working knowledge
of its operation, strengths, and benefits. JCJC Forestry also
delivers customized training for groups of ten or more people.
The inaugural RTI workshop hosted by the University of Florida
on March 11 and 12, 2003, was a tremendous success. They
look forward to continued success with plans to deliver RTI
training at the following times and places:
May 6-7 2003:
July 8-9, 2003:
July 17-18, 2003:
July 24-25, 2003:

Univ. of Wisconsin at Stevens-Point, WI
Ellisville, MS
Destin, FL
Orange Beach, AL

RTI is the first system that synergistically combines the
powerful Windows CE operating system with fully integrated
electronic field inventory (TCruise) and global positioning system (GPS) data collection (SoloFieldCE). The result is an
incredibly powerful, efficient, and easy to handle tool that can
greatly enhance forestry field and office operations. JCJC
works closely with forest industry to ensure that the state-ofthe-art technologies supplied through the grant, as well as the
training curricula developed, mesh well with the needs of
today's foresters. For more information call JCJC Forestry
Technology at (601) 477-4173, or email Jim.Walley@jcjc.edu.
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features
NEW EQUATION ADDS UP TO BETTER WEIGHT ESTIMATES FOR STANDING TIMBER
A Mississippi State forestry professor is providing
a better way to predict the “delivered” weight of
standing Southern pines.
Associate professor Robert C. Parker and other
scientists at the university’s Forest and Wildlife
Research Center have developed a mathematical
formula that gives forest resource managers the
ability to accurately
predict the weight
of standing trees
very early in the
production process.
Parker said the
MSU-developed
equation, which
was tested through
extensive field
research, should be
especially helpful in
estimating weight
of the green wood
preferred by most
mills in the hot,
humid South for its
ability to be stored for long periods with little
deterioration.
“There currently are weight functions and tables
available to estimate standing trees,” Parker said.
“Most predict green-weight immediately after trees
are felled, rather than weight once delivered to the
wood yard or mill.”
Because of moisture loss, weight differs
significantly after delivery to even the first processor,
he explained.
The MSU-produced equation predicts the weight
of trees at delivery, as well as providing compatible
field measures to predict conventional units such as
cubic feet, cords and board feet.
In testing their approach, the team began by
measuring a sample of standing trees at the
university’s John W. Starr Memorial Forest near
Starkville. Once the trees were felled, more intensive
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measurements were conducted on the ground.
To minimize operational delays, half the sample
trees—designated “full profile” trees—were measured
both inside and outside the bark at specified intervals
along the stem. The other half—“partial profiles”—
were measured only outside the bark on the felled
stem at fewer specified intervals.
Parker said
the samples then
were limbed,
topped and moved
to the loading site,
where they were
weighed and
measured for stem
length and
merchantable top
diameter—that
portion of the tree
that can be used
for forest products.
“We
determined that the
full- and partialprofile equations were about the same, meaning that
forest resource managers now can take fewer
diameter measures and still obtain reliable volume
estimates,” Parker said.
The new equation also can be used to predict the
weight of any merchantable top-diameter, thus
providing an additional tool for forest inventory and
administrative planning, he said.
The full report is available on-line at
http://www.cfr.msstate.edu/fwrc/equation.pdf.

features
TIMBER INDUSTRY EMBRACES 'HEALTHY FORESTS' INITIATIVE
In just six months President Bush has succeeded in
redirecting the nation's forest policy toward the liking of
the timber industry.
Endangered species are getting less priority while
environmental reviews and public appeals are being
reduced and in some cases eliminated, all part of the
"Healthy Forests" initiative Bush outlined last August for
thinning overgrown woodlands prone to wildfires.
When Congress balked, Bush circumvented it with
new rules that could be implemented without changing
law. After the November election, with Republicans in
control, Congress checked off two more items on
Bush's wish list. All but one of five regulatory changes
sought are approaching the finish line. Two shorten or
skip environmental reviews, one limits public appeals
and another requires various agencies to coordinate
their endangered species studies. A fifth, would reduce
time spent on endangered species reviews.
On Friday, the administration recommended that
Congress create no more wilderness areas in the 17
million-acre Tongass National Forest in Alaska, the
nation's largest. Ninety-two percent of Tongass already
is off limits to timber production.
Earlier in February, Congress precluded
environmentalists from going to court to challenge that
recommendation. Lawmakers also tucked into a giant
spending bill language allowing logging companies and
other contractors to keep trees they harvest in
exchange for reducing undergrowth, which helps start
wildfires.
The U.S. Forest Service and the Interior
Department's Bureau of Land Management, which
together manage more than 450 million acres of
government land, can now issue 10-year contracts for
that work with no limits on the size of trees that can be
cut.
Bush and his aides seized on several years of
drought and massive wildfires in the West to make their
case for the changes. Last year, more than 7 million
acres burned and the government spent more than
$1.5 billion fighting wildfires - triple the amount
originally budgeted.
To environmentalists, the administration's approach
to forest management is less about preventing wildfires

than opening up more resource-rich federal land to
timber and mining interests.
Jim Lyons, a Yale University forestry professor and
former Agriculture Department undersecretary who
supervised the Forest Service in the Clinton
administration, said the White House appears intent on
returning to the policy of the mid-1980s, when the
Forest Service and the BLM had free rein to harvest
timber.
"They're cutting the public out of the process,
they're using trees to generate revenue to do this forest
health and treatment work they want to do, and they're
eliminating any substantive environmental review from
the process," Lyons said.
In January, the Forest Service proposed excluding
timber sales involving less than 250 acres and a halfmile of temporary roads from environmental reviews.
Again, the government said it was motivated by the
need to reduce wildfire risks by removing dead and
dying trees.
Michael Klein, a spokesman for the American Forest
and Paper Association, the timber industry's trade
group, said the Bush administration's approach will help
nudge the Forest Service toward better management of
the nation's woodlands.
The Commercial Appeal
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RESOLUTION REGARDING THE SOUTHERN FORESTRY INITIATIVE
Whereas, the forest resource
throughout the South is one of our
region’s most precious assets,
providing critical wildlife habitat,
watersheds for our rivers and
streams, scenic vistas, tourist
attractions, vast recreational
opportunities and needed raw
materials for building our homes,
furniture, and other wood and
papers products that we use each
day;
Whereas, a recent multi-year,
multi-agency study of the South’s
forests by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture concluded that, while
the resource continues to thrive, it
is under increasing pressure from
effects of population growth. The
report, known as the Southern
Forest Resource Assessment, found
that the rate of land development
for urban and industrial use nearly
doubled between 1982 and 1997.
Whereas, the U.S. Department
of Agriculture found that for the
same time period that forest area
throughout the South increased by
1 million acres; however, the pace

of conversion of forests to nonforest use increased dramatically at
a pace of almost 12 million acres.
Whereas, 70 percent of the
South’s 205 million acres is held by
family landowners, making 4.5
million Southern landowners the
primary stewards of this invaluable
resource.
Whereas, the Southern Forest
Resource Assessment also
concluded that both state and
federal tax laws may be one to the
most effective policy options
available to encourage private
forest landowners to keep their
lands forested and that incentive
programs that offer landowners
financial assistance to plant trees
“have a long and successful history
in the South.”
Whereas, many Southern states
have developed tax incentives to
support family forest landowners,
including Mississippi’s reforestation
tax credit.
Whereas, a sustainable forest
resource base is essential not only
to preserving the landscape of the
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South, but also to sustaining forestdependent industries that employ
more than 700,000 people across
the South with a combined payroll
of more than $20 billion;
Whereas, Southern states in
coordination with the state
foresters are identifying and
analyzing state policies that allow
family forest landowners to retain
their land through the conservation
of green space as well as other
policies to sustain the future of
Southern forests now, therefore, be
it
Resolved, that the Southern
governors urge Congress and the
President to preserve open space
to sustain the future of our
Southern forests and develop
incentives to foster continued
support for family forest
landowners to retain their forested
acres.
Sponsored by Governor Ronnie Musgrove
Approved February 25, 2003
Southern Governors’ Association Winter Meeting
Washington, D.C.
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